When We Succeed ...

Get Them Ready to Leave - Students graduate with foundational skills, attitude, social skills, and initiative enabling them to become productive members of society with a sense of their own potential.

Academic Mission - A diploma from our school can be trusted to certify that our students have demonstrated competence, especially in the reading, writing, and arithmetic basics.

Development Mission - Well rounded graduates have demonstrated the ability to learn and the ability to think for themselves, enabling a lifetime of continuous curiosity and improvement both occupationally and individually.

Activity Mission - Extra curricular activities supplement the academic fundamentals with the purpose of demonstrating to all students their capability to pursue their own happiness.

Social Mission - Our graduates cherish the God given right enshrined in our constitution. This respect goes both ways. Humans are social creatures, so our exercise of our own rights should almost never interfere with the exercise of those same rights by others.

Safety Mission - While in our custody, parents will be assured that their children are treated as the precious creatures that they are. As with all aspects of development, it is equally important to reduce the likelihood of risk as it is to develop appropriate response to harmful events.